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What is special about the TaleGator?
The TaleGator® allows anyone the luxury and comfort of a relaxing seat that attaches
directly to the truck’s tailgate. No other product on the market features seating for two
individuals, two beverage holders and one food holder or multi use compartment. No
other product on the market offers pricing that matches or beats ours. The TaleGator® is
an outdoor fun product and its uses are tailgating at sporting events, hunting, fishing,
picnics, and camping without having to haul or setup tables and chairs. Even contractors
have found The TaleGator® to offer convenience in seating and protecting the tailgate
from their tools. In addition, The TaleGator® is a green product and is 100% Recyclable.
Why do truck owners love the TaleGator?
People tailgate wherever there is a truck, even when they stop their vehicle at a gas
station or any location venue when mother is shopping and father is entertaining the kids
in the parking lot. We hear it all the time; nobody likes a hard metal tailgate. This is why
they love the TaleGator:
 Convenient – always with you wherever you go; NO SETUP REQUIRED
 Affordable – less than $100 retail
 Comfortable –contoured seat design with an air pocket in the bottom provides
instant relief
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 Unique Design – no other product on the market has anytime seating for two,
holders for drinks and food
 Easy to carry – very lightweight (approximately 6 pounds); lighter than any other
product on the market
 Lower risk of maintenance due to no moving parts
 Painless, easy, & quick installation – 15 minutes with a screwdriver
 Trouble-free - eliminates carrying tables, chairs
Where is the TaleGator made?
The TaleGator is manufactured in Michigan, USA
What is TaleGator made from?
The TaleGator is vacuum formed (thermoforming) from ABS High Impact polymer.
It is made from recycled material and is 100% recyclable.
Will the TaleGator fade?
No, it has a Korad Film added to protect it from sun damage.
How does it fit to the vehicle?
The TaleGator has two different methods for your convenience:
1. Self Tapping screws (more permanent)
2. Plastic Christmas tree push pins (less permanent)
Each TaleGator comes with full installation instructions for both methods.
Will TaleGator fit my vehicle?
The TaleGator fits the following pickup trucks: FORD, Dodge, GMC, Chevy, Toyota,
Honda, Nissan, Mazda, Mitsubishi and others. The TaleGator's dimensions are 58 1/2 "
W x 19 " D x 3 “H. It can be trimmed to fit smaller tailgate opening but WILL NOT FIT
trucks with an opening smaller than 51" W x 17" D. When ordering indicate the size of
your pickup truck tailgate and we will trim it for you or can use a Stanley Knife to trim it
to the exact dimensions for medium size pickups. We are introducing a Compact Gator in
2011 to fit the compact-size pickup trucks.
What does NOT fit the TaleGator?
The Ford Ranger Flare side, the Ford Sport Trac, Ford vehicles equipped with a Tailgate
Step, Chevy S10 Stepside, or any vehicle equipped with bed extend extenders or cargo
systems located next to the tailgate.
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How much does the TaleGator weigh?
The TALEGATOR is very lightweight (approximately 6 pounds). No other seating
solution in the market is as light. Its full size is approximately 60" X 20" and is designed
to be easily trimmed to fit a smaller size tailgate as well.
How long before I receive my TaleGator?
We ship every order within 3-5 days. Express delivery can be used but is accordingly
more expensive.
What other designs of TaleGator do you sell?
Black
Black with logo (approved logo design)
Black with FORD logos
Black with Military logos
Camouflage
Whom do I contact if I have questions?
Address inquiries to sales@thetalegator.com or the Toll Free number 1 – 866 –
67GATOR (1 - 866 - 674 2867)
How much does it cost to ship the part?
Shipping and Handling is $25.00 for domestic US only.
What is the Warranty for the TaleGator?
12 months for any problems resulting from a manufacturing defect but will not cover
parts that are abused. The defective part will need to be returned to TaleGator
Distributors with shipping prepaid for our inspection before we can authorize
replacement.
What is the Restocking Fee for the TaleGator?
20%
WARNING: NEVER SIT ON THE TALE GATOR WHILE VEHICLE IS
MOVING. TALE GATOR IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY INJURY
RESULTING FROM USE OF THIS PRODUCT WHILE VEHICLE IS IN
MOTION OR ANY OTHER CARELESSNESS ACT WHILE USING THIS
PRODUCT.
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